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Type II solar radio bursts are manifestations of coronal shocks. It is believed that these bursts are excited by 

energetic electrons accelerated at shock waves caused by solar eruptions (i.e., flares or coronal mass ejections 

(CMEs)). Since the radiation is generated through the plasma emission process, the emissions are observed close 

to the local plasma frequency and/or its harmonics. In the solar dynamic spectra type II bursts appear as bright 

radio emission stripes, which drift smoothly or intermittently from high to low frequencies. Often type II bursts 

demonstrate complex spectral morphology (i.e., band-splitting, herringbone structure, break, bump). Evidently, 

the spectral shape of a type II burst depends on specific conditions during the processes of shock formation and 

propagation, electrons acceleration, and excitation of radiation. In particular, among different morphological 

features of type II bursts, we focus on spectral breaks and spectral bumps. These spectral peculiarities are 

attributed to the CME-streamer interaction [1-2]. 

 

In the present work, we report about radio observations on March 17, 2004 of two successive type II bursts with 

the above-mentioned spectral features. We have examined the overlapped solar dynamic spectra from the 

Nançay Decametric Array (20-70 MHz; Nançay, France), the IZMIRAN radio observatory (25-180 MHz; 

Troitsk, Russia) and the AIP radio spectrapolarimeter (40-80 MHz; Tremsdorf, Germany). The first type II burst 

has spectral break and the second type II burst has spectral bump. The shapes of the corresponding type II bursts 

are the same in the spectrograms that explicitly confirms their solar origin. For the first time, type II events with 

these features are observed close in time. It was established that these morphological features were caused by 

CME (shock) interacted with two streamers. We suppose that the both type II bursts were produced by the same 

shock, and acceleration of electrons took place at its nose and flank. We attempt to estimate the parameters of 

corona medium, including the streamers, along the shock path from analysis of the observed type II events. The 

scenarios of the CME-streamer interactions are considered. 
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